
 

 

 

 

Looking for a solution that will help you efficiently manage stock 

reordering? Give you control over your sales? Reduce threats such as 

fraud? RightPOS system with Stock Control is the answer. We look for 

client’s benefit further by automatically recording sales on guest invoices 

for integrated invoicing and fast, efficient check-outs. 

What is RightPOS? 

Historically Point of Sale (POS) refers to a till at the point of purchase by 

a sales clerk, for example at the single shop counter or in the super shop. 

RightPOS system is vastly superior to a till in that it performs many more 

functions including inventory management, stock control, and reordering. 

Additional functions include recording of transactions by user and price 

control and management. 

RightPOS systems also enable management to run multiple POS locations 

and distribution points with a central database for reporting. POS systems 

are designed to identify stock changes and price abuse in order to 

eliminate fraud and reduce management overhead.  

Using RightPOS system will ensure that front-of-house areas such as 

pharmacy and super shops are run efficiently while automatically charging 

transactions to guest accounts, preparing order notifications, posting to 

accounting systems and producing business reports showing sales trends, 

price discrepancies and profits. 
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Seamlessly run your retail store and model pharmacy 
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RightPOS Software help you:  

 To easily record sales transactions  

 To print receipt for customers  

 Manage product pricing and discount  

 Automatic notifications when items are about to expire. 

 Get instance report of your sales and products across all your locations  

 To easily add, edit and remove products  

 To simplifies purchase orders, transfer and stock-takes  

 Keep track of you customer with flexible reporting tools 

 Synchronize your online and retail stores 

 

 

RightPOS Software key features: 

 Point of sales payment  

 Order management  

 Staff accounts 

 Point as use or Expiry management 

 Real-time business reporting  

 Products and inventory management 

 Customer relationship management  

 Expenses management  

 Manage item price list 

 Integration with barcode scanner and receipt printer 
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The right POS system will streamline your business operations in several areas including: 

 Inventory Management  

RightPOS solution gives you the ability to control stock by categorizing and 
tracking items. This ensures adequate stock levels which increases productivity and 

sales. Administration burden is dramatically reduced. 

 Purchasing  

A stock controller is notified of purchasing requirements and orders quickly and 
easily sent to suppliers. Receipted orders automatically adjust stock levels. Orders 

are tracked and late delivery escalated. 

 Sales  
The RightPOS terminal can run a tab, receipt cash sales, or complete transactions 

for consolidated invoicing. Stock levels are automatically adjusted. 

 Reports & Analysis  

RightPOS system produces daily sales reports and journals. RightPOS reports are 
designed to identify sales trends, cash point performance and accurately reflect cost 

versus sales price. 

 Accuracy  
RightPOS systems provide accuracy in the prices that are charged. Each item is 

entered by scanning a bar code or manually selecting an option from a menu on the 

screen. The price for each item is programmed into the system so the correct price 

is charged. 

 Improve the efficiency of execution 

One function of RightPOS is to increase the efficiency and productivity. It can help 
to save server time and RightPOS can solve this problem easily. 

 Customer Management 

Log purchases and keep in touch with customers through marketing tools. 
 Employee Management 

Track employees’ hours and sales while analyzing who your top performers are. 
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RightPOS Highlights: 

 

 Real-time trade margin: 

RightPOS system is a combination of hardware and software that processes sales 

transactions and manages inventory in real time. Your data is accessible anywhere, 

anytime via the internet and inventory tracking and sales reporting in real time eliminate 

guesswork. Advanced analytics helps you make informed business decisions. 
 

 Data Security: 

It is important as a responsible smart business owner to ensure that you take all the 

necessary precautions to protect the personal data of your customers. In selecting 

RightPOS system, data safety and security should be among the most important factors 

you consider. 
 

 Tracking of inventories: 

By this module, tracking your stock control data and metrics on a continuous basis 

enables you to spot trends and gain insights that can help you make better decisions for 

your inventory. 
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 Life-time free Update: 

For RightPOS system business owners required to pay up for the front software and 

hardware devices. In addition, typical RightPOS usually includes software updates, 

maintenance, and technical support charges also at any time. 
 

 Mobile Reporting and Price Control: 

Sales are one thing, but it’s the actual payments that determine how much money your 

business makes or loses. RightPOS mobile reporting system helps you track cash flow, 

credit card payments, and inefficiencies that affect your bottom line from anywhere at 

any time. 

RightPOS systems generally offer a variety of ways to keep track of pricing, including 

add-on amounts, percentage of cost, margin percentage and custom formulas. 
 

 Various Payment Option: 

Offer convenience to your customers with RightPOS payment terminals all payment 

options. They include: International Bar Code Reader, smart card reader and wireless 

couponing & wallet use cases.  
 

 OS Support: 

RCSL has adopted an open platform OS, which enables developer to integrate and build 

applications easily for RightPOS system. 
 

 Automated expiry management: 

Digital expiry management tracking systems automate critical supply functions such as 

supply requisitioning, inventory management, and information capture (which typically 

includes expiration dates). Products are scanned when they’re put on shelves, and again 

at the point-of-use. RightPOS systems capture expiration dates, making it possible for 

supply chain personnel to recall that data for the items still on the shelf in order to 

monitor and manage product rotation. 
 

 Inter-store stock transfer: 

RightPOS software is equipped with store-to-store transfer feature, which allows instant 

stock transfer from one store to another, avoiding sales loss and boosting revenue. The 

same is reflected in accounts as well.Some of the benefits of store to store transfer is: 

 Sales- Even if the stock is unavailable at one store, sales aren’t lost. 

 Customer Satisfaction- With avoiding situations of out of stock inventory level, 

customers don’t return empty handed. 
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Few Demo Screenshots of RightPOS OS and Android Interface: 
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Sales Fields 

Department Store 

You can utilize it as a medium for active interaction 

RightPOS Software is not just a payment 

terminal but a gate which enables 

communication with customers. You can 

utilize it as a medium for active interaction and 

whether it is when customers are looking for 

something new, tracking their shopping history 

or instant shopping. Moreover, you get real 

time access and allow for customers are 

holding RightPOS giving more freedom to 

focus on delivering valuable customer service. 

In addition RightPOS system Software 

provides a competitive means of store 

management with your smartphones. Also, you 

can cut costs and save money directly by 

turning away from an expensive POS system. 

More uptime along with the comprehensive 

warranty will give you sustainable service 

which delivers customer satisfaction and 

prevents bad feedbacks. 

Benefits 

 Customer management 

 Real time inventory tracking 

 Seamless payment 

 Advanced business look 

 Statistics & Reporting 

 The latest payment options 
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Sales Fields 

Supermarket/ Convenience Store/ Cafe 

Dependable basic functionalities 

Manage your supermarket more efficiently. RightPOS is a complete system designed to 

simplify your routine: track sales, optimize inventory control, speed up the checkout process 

and improve your business strategy with custom reports. Running a smooth checkout process is 

vital for any grocery store or Supermarket. RightPOS Software is design to give you and your 

customers a stellar shopping experience. Use 

your own hardware, record transactions, 

identify sales and grant discounts with just a 

few clicks. 

RightPOS Software grows with your business. 

Run as many service terminals as needed with 

the same speed and efficiency of running a 

single one. Multiple Service Terminals are 

used when your business needs more than one 

access point (service station). You can avoid 

long lines and increase customer satisfaction 

by offering more than one checkout. 

Depending on your grocery store or 

supermarket needs, you can run a single 

terminal with basic features or a single 

terminal with advanced features with the 

software plan as per your choices. 

 Benefits 

 Sales, reporting and analyzing 

 Various payment options 

 Advanced business look 

 Tailored local transaction securities 

 Mobile reporting and price control 
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RightPOS Functioning Advantages: 

 

 Stock Management - Manage 

your stock in the form of items 

and item kits. 

 Quotation & Invoicing - Print 

receipts for quotation invoicing 

and sales. 

 Gift-cards & Rewords - Easily 

Manage gift-cards and rewords 

for your customers. 

 Barcode Generation - Easily 

generate or print barcodes for 

your items. 

 Reporting - Keep track of your 

sales, receiving and inventory. 

 Multiple Users & Roles - Add 

unlimited employees with 

different permission. 

 Suppliers & Customers - Manage your suppliers and customers at one place. 

 SMS Notifications - Send Customized sms notifications to your customer. 

 

 

 

Our RightPOS management web based solution is committed to provide customers with the 

service, support, and expertise they require to increase efficiency and profitability with a 

solution that provides an unmatched rapid return on investment. 
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RightClick Solutions Limited 

Corporate Office: 

Flat # 7B, Level-7, 37/2 Purana Paltan, Culvert Road 

Dhaka-1230, Bangladesh 

Tel: +880 9617766550-5, +88 0194 1141141 

Mail: info@rightclick.com.bd, Web: http://www.rightclick.com.bd 

 

Contact: 

Sharif Mahmud 

Phone: 09617766551, 53 

Mob: +88 0194 1141141 
Mail: sharif@rightclick.com.bd 

 

 
 


